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City parking
district illegal,
says ASUM
official
By Dawn Reiners
Kaimin Reporter

Photo by Dennis Meisinger

GRADUATE STUDENT PATRICK HOVEN rises above the net for a block against Lady Grlz volleyball player Heidi
Williams, a freshman in general studies, Thursday afternoon on the Oval.

Alberta program to balance exchanges
By Karen Coates
Kaimin Reporter

A student exchange program
between Montana and Alberta
would have a balance of students
coming in and going out, unlike
the threatened Western Under
graduate Exchange program, UM
President George Dennison said
Thursday.
He said there would be no
chance of losing money through
the program, which university of
ficials from Montana and Alberta
have been working on setting up,
because it would be an even ex
change.
In the WUE program, which
allows students from 12 Western

states to attend college in any of the
other states for 1.5 times the resi
dent tuition, there are twice as many
students leaving Montana as out
siders coming in, he said. Dennison
recommended to the comm issioner
of higher education that the percentageofUM students in the WUE
program be cut in half to save
money.
The Alberta program, which
wouldn’t be effective for at least
another year, would allow students
in Montana and Alberta to attend
college on exchange at a reduced
rate and would most likely be lim
ited to programs unavailable in the
student’s home state or province,
he said.
“It’s a mutual exchange,” he said.

“It would be a limited number. It
“It would be kind of silly of us to
would be li m ited to a few programs.” put in place a program that would
David Toppen, the deputy com give Canadians abetter discount than
missioner of higher education for students in, say, Idaho,” he said.
academic affairs, said the new pro
The program would probably be
gram must be balanced because the limited to about 100 students at the
university systems in both Montana beginning to see how it works, he
and Alberta are having funding prob said.
According to Registrars’ offices
lems.
“We needed to proceed very, very at UM and the Uni versily of Alberta
carefully in light of what was going in Edmonton, each university has
on both in Alberta and Montana,” he about 100 students from the other
said.
country, although the figures aren’t
Toppcn said one proposal would broken down into state or province.
allow Montanans to attend school in
Toppen said acommitteeofMon
Alberta, and vice versa, for in-state tanans and Albertans will present a
costs, but he suspects the rate will be report to the Montana/Alberta Bor
at least as high as 1.5 times the der Commission, which will meet in
resident costs, the same as in the September to make final decisions
WUE program.
about the program.

UTU votes to accept contract; faculty closer to peers
By David Carkhuff
Kaimin Reporter

In a unanimous vote Thursday, the UM faculty union’s executive
board told its bargaining team to accept the salary contract proposed by
the Board of Regents.
“The argument is over, as far as we’re concerned,” Bill Knowles, the
head of Executive Board Publications, said after the meeting. “A couple
of language things” remain to be worked out, he said.
“There really is not a big difference in the language,” Knowles added,
“a word here or there.”
Now, the union will give every faculty member a copy of the changed
language of the contract. After which a general faculty meeting will be
held, followed in two days by a secret-ballot vote by the faculty. A
majority is required for ratification, but if ratification is denied, which is
doubtful according to UTU members, the negotiators will return to the
bargaining table.
Although the UTU is pleased with the contract proposal, it is only a
step toward becoming equal with peer institutions, the UTU negotiating
team spokesman said.
“In essence, the contract represents a postponement,” Professor
Dennis McCormick said. “We didn’t reach peer levels as we hoped.”

While an overall salary increase of 13 percent was sought by the UTU
negotiators, the estimated 6.6 percent rise in the first year and 5.7 percent
in the second was still a step in the right direction, said UTU President Phil
Maloney.
He noted that the proposal accommodates higher-paid faculty at UM
by offering percentage increases, while doing less for lower-paid mem
bers.
This particular agreement is more weighted toward people who have
been here a while, whereas previous agreements were weighted toward
people in the bottom of the pile,” Maloney said.
“The raises we’re getting are pretty decent,” Maloney said. He added
that the proposal is fair and is “probably the best (contract) we’ve had
since 1981.”
At that time, Gov. Ted Schwinden had vetoed most education funding,
and in recent years, Gov. Stan Stephens and many legislators have also
been reluctant to fund the state universities, Maloney said.
Faculty Senate Chairman Michael Brown said Montana has
underfunded education. Brown said Montana universities are “still a long
way” from peers in neighboring states.
However, McCormick said the proposal shows interest by the regents
in rectifying past neglect. “Very few faculties will get salary increases of
6.6 percent in this economic climate,” he said.

A decision by the Missoula
City Council to extend the univer
sity residential parking districtvio
lates the state constitution, the
manager of ASUM Legal Ser
vices said Thursday.
“Such parking districts violate
equal protection provisions of the
Montana Constitution in that these
are public streets and the public
ought to be able to park on them,”
Bruce Barrett said.
Barrett said the city created the
extended district without authori
zation from the Montana Legisla
ture, which he said is an illegal
act
But Missoula City Attorney
Jim Nugentdisagreed. “That’s just
his opinion,” he said. “There’s no
law that says that”

Nugent said city and county
authorities are given “liberally
construed” powers to enact addi
tional regulations that aren’t in
conflict with the state charter.
Residential parking districts are
such regulations and do not vio
late the law, he said.
ASUM voted on March 4 to
file a lawsuit April 30 against the
city if negotiations concerning the
residential parking district fail.
The dispute arose when sev
eral university-area homeowners
signed a petition saying that too
many cars were parking on the
streets and they wanted the resi
dential parking district to include
the 600, 700 and half of the 800
block of Hastings Avenue.
“They (city officials) may be
right,” Barrett said. “But if they
are going to do something as seri
ous as keeping the public off pub
lic streets, we have a ri ght to make
sure they have the authority to do
so.”
Looking at the general lan
guage of the law is not enough to
determine the legality of the issue
in this situation, he added.
“That is clearly what the city
will rely on,” he said, “but we feel
for the city to pass certain kinds of
law, they need specific authority,
not just general authority.”
Barrett said man y students have
told him they feel the city is creat
ing a “private parking lot” by sur
rounding the university with the
residential parking district
“You ought to be sure of your
authority before you do some
thing that serious,” he said.
Missoula is not the only city
with parking districts, according
to Nugem Similar districts sur
rounding Helena hospitals have
never conflicted with state laws,
he said.
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Film festival announces winners
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter

The winners of thelSth Inter
national Wildlife Film Festival’s
were announced at a conference
Thursday afternoon. The winners

were:
Tides of War, which received
“Best of Festival” for its’s com
prehensive portrayal of post-war
Kuwait and the shores of the Ara
bian Peninsula;
Voices in the Forest, received
“First Runner-up”. It focuses upon
the ecological consequences of
timber harvesting practices across
Canada;
Crater of the Rain Gods, a
film about the Ngorongoro Crater
in Africa, received the “Second
Runner-up” award;
Catch Me If You Can: The
Predators, received “Best of Cat
egory in Children *s Programming”
for its depiction of the activities of

young predatory animals, along
with its complement, Catch Me If
You Can: The Grazers, which
focused on young ungulates;
Barnacles Tell No Lies, a humorousmusical mini-documentary
on the fate of the barnacle, took
“Best ofCategory in Music V ideo”;
Bringing Up Baby: The Ex
otic Animal Pet Trade, won “Best
of Category in Student/Amateur
Filmmaking” for its depiction of
the exotic animal pet trade and its
effects upon the animals involved;
On the Trail of Pennsylvania’s
Black Bears, a study of black bears
and their relationship to man, re
ceived “Best of Category in
Agency”;
Wildlife Wars USA: Poach
ers & Profiteers, took “Best ofCat
egory in Television Documentary
Series” for depicting poaching in
the U.S. and Africa;
Cougar: Ghost of the Rockies,
a portraitofan Idaho mountain lion

and her kittens, took first in the
“Best Music” category;
Raincoast, won “Best of Cat
egory in Art/Experimental” for
documenting the struggle for sur
vival marine life face along the
Pacific coast;
Japan - Voices from the Land,
received “Best of Categories in
Human Dimensions”. It describes
challenges the island faces in sav
ing its heritage;
The Secret World of Bats,
which demonstrates the life pat
terns of bats across the globe, won
“Best in Television Documentary
Non-Series”;
The Moon’s Prayer, won
“Best of Category in Native
American/Indigenous People” for
its focus on spiritual values;
Wildlife Wars USA: Water
fowl Crisis, which depicts the wa
terfowl poaching crisis in Louisi
ana, won “Best in Television
Documentary Series”.

Wildlife Film Festival underway

Bear expert criticizes Hollywood
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter

Missoula’s 15th International
Wildlife Film Festival took a break
from its busy schedule of films to
present a noted grizzly bear author
ity to a packed house Thursday af
ternoon.
Doug Peacock spoke to a crowd
of about 130 people at the Holiday
Inn Parkside. Chuck Jonkel, the
festival’s founder, opened the pre
sentation,and folk singer Beth McIn
tosh performed before Peacock’s
speech. She sang “Grizzlies Walk
ing Upright,” about the splendor of
the animal.
Peacock, who has worked to save
the grizzly from extinction for over
20 years, discussed the part Hollywood-style filmmakers play in pre
senting wildlife to the public.
Though a few Hollywood pro

ductions, such as “Gorillas In the
Mist” paint a pretty clear picture of
wildlife’s sometimes strained rela
tionship with man, Peacock said,
many producers overlook or ignore
how their films inaccurately por
tray the animals and their habits.
These depictions “reflect the
worst of our values at best,” Pea
cock said.
Films such as “The Bear” arc
oftentimes inaccurate or mislead
ing about living habits of animals,
Peacock said.
“’The Bear,’ like others, is at
best a timid attempt,” he said.
Others, such as “Never Cry
Wolf” make a more positive im
pact, Peacock said, because they
integrate science with wildlife and
depict more accurately how the ani
mals act in their natural surround
ings.
Peacock also discussed the diffi

culty independent film makers have
when attempting to find sites to
Jerry Redfern/Kaimin
film wildlife in its natural habitat.
BILL CUNNINGHAM, associate director of UM's Wilderness
“As an average Joe or Jane film
Institute.
maker you’re treated pretty badly
in places like Yellowstone,” he said.
He has worked on wildlife films
during his career, including
“Peacock’s War,” a documentary
By Randi Erickson
on grizzlies.
deals with those areas will be con
Kaimin Reporter
Peacock said Yellowstone and
sidered, and anyone is eligible to
other national parks often close ar
submit, he said.
Funding for in-depth research
eas, which hampers producers who
The proposal was created to
want to go into the back country for and writing about Montana will be
honor the memory of Matthew
available for UM students in June,
filming.
Hansen, a UM honors graduate in
according
to a member of an en
He emphasized that people travhistory who died in April of 1984,
eling into the wilderness must re dowment committee.
at the age of 23, after a battle with
Forestry Professor Bill Cun
spect the fact that they arc entering
cancer.
territory where humans are the tres ningham said Thursday that the
The endowment, which focuses
Matthew Hansen Endowment is
passers, “There are no second takes
on the areas that were most funda
designed to encourage research and
in reality,” Peacock said. “We must
mental to Hansen’s life, was started
work in the areas of Montana his
by donations from his family and
treat our invasion into the animal
world as a historical document and tory, creative writing, and wilder
friends shortly before his death.
ness studies. Any proposal that
do a good job.”
See "Wild," Pagel2

UM students can apply
for research endowment

Got the Big Buck Blues?
Friday, April 3
•Mansfield Library hours—
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday, April 4
•Mansfield Library hours—
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, April 5
•Mansfield Library hours—
9 a.m. to 11 pan.
•Open kayaking, 7 p.m. to 9
p.m., Grizzly Pool. Call 2432763 for details.
Monday, April 6
•Asian Studies Brown Bag
Seminar—’’Crimeand Justice in
Two Societies: Japan and the
United States,” by assistant so
ciology Professor Jim Burfeind,
noon, Mansfield Center Confer
ence Room.
•37th Annual Montana Sci
ence Fair, 6:30 p.m., Harry
Adams Field House. The fair,
which features exhibits from jun
ior high and high school stu
dents, will also run Tuesday,
April 7, from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m.
•UM Chamber Orchestra
concert, 8 pun., Music Recital
Hall.

Need a guaranteed summer job?
Lose those housing and meal worries!

Consider this:
THE HOUSING OFFICE IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING
STUDENT CUSTODIAN
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
1992-1993 ACADEMIC YEAR
Applications and position descriptions may be obtained at the Housing Office. Room 101. Turner Hall.

Applicants must have and maintain a minimum 2.25 G.P.A and Interest In working with people.
Interviews will be scheduled during Spring Quarter, and new student custodians will be selected prior to the
end of Spring Quarter.

Questions relative to these positions should be directed to Bob Williams of the Housing Office.

Applications should be completed and returned to the Housing Office bv
APRIL 31, 1992

Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

'BOB WARD'S
Huge Selection

THLETIC
SHOES
now

Missoula fs Finest
Selection

SUNGLASSES
20% to 40% OFF
NIKE, Reebok, AVIA, TIGER,
New Balance, ADIDAS, Turn
Tec, Running, Cross Training,
Basketball, Tennis, Aerobic

Vuamet, Serengeti, Bolle, Ray Ban,
Ziari, Gargoyles

ENTIRE STOCK
BASEBALL & SOFTBALL

GLOVES

25% to 40% OFF
Rawlings, Wilson, Spalding,
Cooper Louisville.

Special Group, WOMEN'S

ATHLETIC CLOTHING 20% to 40 % OFF

Special Group, WILSON,
PRINCE, Pre-Strung

TENNIS RACKETS
JR & ADULT OVERSIZE

Bob Ward's is the place to find your
new Mountain Bike featuring 3 great
brands: MTN TEK, MONGOOSE, and
QUANTUM, and they are all on sale!!

up to

35% OFF

Mens & Ladies
FULL

GOLF SETS

3
Reg. $375 X99"
8 irons, metal woods

ALL GOLF BAGS

15%

TO 25% OFF

ATHLETIC CLOTHING

Sp 20% OFF

OpinioN
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Editorial Board
Gina Boysun, Joe Kolman
Kathy McLaughlin, Dave Zelio
Editorials reflect the views of the board.
Columns and letters reflect the views of the author.

EDITORIAL

Catalog policing
avoids waste
issue—
thankfully
UM’s Campus Services—the university’s postal ser
vice, as it were—will stop delivering “personal-use” cata
logs to staff and faculty, beginning this summer.
The plan, which will not affect dorm residents, is part of
the university’sattempt to reduce solid waste by 25 percent,
as ordered by the state Legislature last spring. House Bill
160 requires state agencies to reduce their solid waste and
form a waste management plan. UM developed its plan last
fall; reducing junk mail is merely a small part of the
package.
Personal catalogs—like those sent by clothing compa
nies—mailed to UM employees will be thrown away start
ing June 1 to reduce the amount of bulk mail sorted on
campus, according to services adm i nistrati ve manager RoseMarie Bowman.
Thrown away? Wait, did we miss something?
UM’s waste management plan doesn’t take into account
just what to do wi th the catalogs once they am ve on cam pus
and we think that’s simply poor planning. Who’s to say that
the university is doing staff and faculty a favor by throwing
out the catalogs? Will everyone throw them out?
We hope UM will come up with additional plans for
what to do with the catalogs, but until then....
•Send the catalogs to Curly Thornton and/or Paul
Tsongas. What better way to bum that extra war chest
moola than with a new Lee jeans wardrobe from K Mart?
•Allow faculty (who will still be behind peer salaries if
the current contract proposal is ratified) and staff (still
hurting after last year’s paltry state pay plan raise) to come
and pick up catalogs for those penny-pinching sales.
•Use colorful pages from the catalogs to decorate the
fluorescent orange fence around UM’s Centennial Circle
project. If we can’t convince them to get rid of that eyesore,
let’s at least dress it up a bit
•Origami. The pounds of paper that would have other
wise been tossed away could be used as raw materials for
a large art class at UM.
•Pull the staples out, melt them down and make a few
cheap bullets. There should be enough to ration one slug to
each of the campus police officers.
•Turn the Entrepreneurship Club loose with the leftover
paper...these enterprising souls could work the bulk into
paper cups and sell them to the UC to finally replace those
environmentally hostile styrofoam cups.
•Send all suspender ads to UM’s men’s basketball coach
Blaine Taylor in honor of being named Big Sky Coach of
the Year—in his first year, no less.
•Save them for next winter—with higher tuition of $7
per credit for in-state students and $47 per credit for out-ofstate students, we’ll all need something to insulate our
homes with.
Good shopping.

—Dave Zelio

KaTmiN
Th* Montano Kaimin, In Hi 94th y*ar, it pubteh*d by th* itud*nts ot th* Univ*ntty ol
Montana, Miuouta. Kaimin to a Sateh-Kootenai word that m*om ‘m***og*< ‘ Th* UM
School at Journalism umm th* Montana Kaimin tot praette* couna* but animit no
control ov*r policy or content. Subscription rcrfM $20 p*rquart*r, $60 p*r ocad*mic
y*ar.

Guest column by Jocelyn Slier

I don’t often speak in public fo lated, but in fact, morality in all its
rums. In the classroom and on paper I various interpretations is all we do
consider myself to be articulate; my legislate, and what we as a society
students ’ evaluations often mention it; collectively decide needs moral atten
my fiction and poetry have been pub tion is constantly changing. A danger
lished in first-rate literary magazines. lies in that those who have more power,
But in rooms filled with people that I and more voice, can throw off the
feel are more powerful than I, I usually collective balance by building argu
keep my mouth shut; in such situa ments based on premises that reflect
tions I am, frankly, intimidated. So the values of their subjective positions
last February at a Faculty Senate meet of power. Reason is a moveable feast,
ing when I found myself speaking on its premises very often dependant on
the topic of hate speech and the pro the comfortable positions of those who
posal s to the Student Conduct Code, 1 establish them.
was as surprised as anyone. My com
The radical for me in all of this is
ments were brief, my language shock individual, human pain and the power
ing. Throughout the time I spoke and lessness that pain can create. Reason is
for a while after I had closed my mouth, a great gift, but there are places it alone
I imagined what was running through can’t take us. When reason is enhanced
the heads of those around me. What by that highest of all emotional activi
came into my mind were phrases like ties, empathy, it can put us inside the
“dumb broad,” “irrational female,” worlds of other people. The most pow
“cute when angry.”
erful section of Martin Luther King’s
I mention this, not as an apologetic “Letter from Birmingham Jail” is the
beginning to my position on the hate final paragraph where he quite directly
speech issue, but because I think my appeals, not to reason, but to the emo
emotional reaction is somehow rel tions of his readers, asking them to
evant to all of this. My reaction (and imagine what it’s like to be Black:
my usual lack of public reaction) had
to do with power and language, and
... when you suddenly find your
the hate speech issue is, at its heart, tongue twisted and your speech stam
about power and language as well. mering as you seek to explain to your
How much does the real power in the six-year-old daughter why she can’t
world we’re willing to take and exer go to the public amusement park ....
cise depend on how we feel others and see tears welling up in her eyes
might perceive us? And how much are w hen she is told that Fun to wn is c losed
those feared perceptions con trolled by to colored children... when you take a
the language we might have heard cross-country drive and find it neces
used to describe those who are like us? sary to sleep in the cramped comers of
In our society, aggressive, white your automobile because no motel will
male power is sanctioned if not cel accept you; when you are humiliated
ebrated. To see this, one only need day in and day out by nagging signs
consider the negative words used to reading “white” and “colored”; when
describe white men who are not ag your first name becomes “nigger,” your
gressive (wimp is a mild example of middle name becomes “boy” (how
these). Black male aggression, how ever old you are) and your last name
ever, is perceived by most of us as becomes “John”... —then you will un
dangerous (just monitor your reaction derstand why we find it difficult to
to the term Black Power). The female wait. There comes a time when the cup
power that our society most often cel of endurance runs over, and men arc no
ebrates is the power to nurture, a power longer willing to be plunged into the
that white, American men need not abyss of despair. I hope, sirs, you can
possess to be successful. It is language understand our legitimate and unavoid
that fleshes out these particular and able impatience.
particularizing definitions of power.
The status quo is very seductive.
There arc those on campus who Some of us are so committed to the
would dismiss the hate speech issue systems within which we ourselves
by saying that morality can't be legis have flourished, that it takes a great

imaginative effort to see that there are
others who have not only not flourished
but been oppressed within those sys
tems. If you have power and are comfort
able, change can seem like a terrifying,
sliding wilderness, a si ippery slope where
dearly-held principles arc made to seem
in danger. But, unfortunately, or perhaps
fortunately, there are no absolutes. The
slippery slope is where we carry on our
daily lives, and the more moral we are,
the more often we actively recognize our
place on that incline, questioning our
own actions, our own sensitivity to the
com pl icatcd power relationships that we
are part of.
It is with these kinds of questions and
relationships that empathy proves to be
most useful. Once you make the
empathetic shift into the position of those
who have less power, nothing can ever
be the same again. You are forced to take
responsibility. You either have to say
someone else’s pain is worth your own
security or, perhaps, go to the great good
trouble of imagining, and acting for, a
better way of doing things.
With the Student Conduct Code, I
take issue with is the third proposal on
hate speech, the one that proposes doing
and saying nothing. To say nothing is
always to say a great deal, but in this case
it is more than that. If we accept the third
proposal on hate speech in the Student
Conduct Code, we deny ourselves the
personal moral confrontation. We turn
our heads away from the painful,
empathetic act. We risk institutionaliz
ing moral blindness.
Interestingly, a male colleague called

to support my outburst at the Senate
meeting. The “cute” was left to a female
senator. I met her while crossing cam
pus, and she informed me I’d been “cute
on Thursday night. I can’t help but draw
a somewhat crooked parallel between
my female colleague’s comment and the
story of the student with cerebral palsy
who reportedly laughed off an epithet
that was cited at the Senate meeting.
Language and power are such subtle
things. Sometimes, like hostages, un
knowingly, we bend to, or even take on,
the values and the language of those who

have more power than we do.
Jocelyn Siler is an adjunct assistant
professor of English at UM.
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Interracial relationship spices ‘Masala’
By Jill Murray
for the Kaimin
If you aren’t from India, or a gour
met of Indian cuisine, you may not
know that a masala is a mixture of
multi-colored hot spices. It’s an ap
propriate title for this fiery romantic
movie about interracial relationships.
Mina (newcomer Sarita Cloudhury), is the 24 year-old daughter of
an Indian man (Rashan Seth 1) and his
wife (Sharmila Tagore). During a
period of political upheaval in the
early 1970s, the family was expelled
from their home in Uganda. They
now live in Greenwood, Mississippi,
where they own a liquor store and the
father manages a motel.
A haphazard fender-bender brings
Mina face-to-face with Demetrius

(Denzel Washington), a black man like a mix of spices, sometimes
who runs a small but respectable causes indigcstion-especially in the
carpet-cleaning business he started light of cultural traditions, rituals,
from scratch. After a series of fate prejudices and grudges.
ful (and sometimes manipulated)
Washington and Cloudhury give
events they fall in love. Their fami professional, emotional perfor
lies violently disapprove and en mances. It’s fascinating to watch
gage in all-out war that puts both their hesitant and awkward romance
families’ reputations and busi flourish into passion. Sometimes,
nesses in jeopardy.
director Mira Nair allows the rela
Mississippi Masala goes be tionship to develop too effortlessly.
yond the black/white racial con This doesn’t make the romance un
flict cliche'. Its players are a black believable, but it would be more
man and an Indian woman (an in compelling if we were allowed to
teresting, and for me, new matchup see more depth in the characters.
in racial conflicts.) Early in the Perhaps the relationship was
movie, we’re dished out the con slighted because the movie spends
cept of united camaraderie: “As most of its time focusing on the rich
long as you’re not white, it means heritages and traditions of the two
you’re colored.” But, as the movie families.
points out, a mix of skin colors,
Mississippi Masala is a sweet,

sultry, spicy glimpse into society’s
biases (and how they are justified)
and the burdens and benefits of di
verse cultures. It points us to a vi
sion of being willing to change,
adapt and forgive—to look at indi
viduals, notcultural stereotypes. It’s
like being down South, where the
humidity leaves your head thick and
your clothes sticking to your body.
If you refuse to change your clothes,
because they’re your traditional
garb, or you feel they give you identity-you may feel hot, smothered
and oppressed. But if you aren’t
afraid to take off your clothes and
stand in the breeze, it’s the coolest,
lightest, freest feeling in the world.
Mississippi Masala plays at the
Crystal starting Monday, April 6, at
7 p.m. Rated R.

Renowned poet Kinnell to give reading at UM Saturday
By J. MarkDudick
for the Kaimin

Poet Galway Kinnell, who will
read on campus Saturday, explained
how he knows when a poem is fin
ished: Imagine a cow in a field. The
cow is chewing grass. The cow swal
lows the grass and then regurgitates
it, eats, swallows and regurgitates,
eats, swallows and regurgitates. As
the regimen continues, the grass
eventually tastes entirely of both the
meadow and the self, then you know

the poem is finished.
Galway Kinnell’s poetry is
proof of the success of his rumina
tions.
According to Creative
Writing Program Director Lois
Welch, he’s one of America’s top
five poets.
He’s been asked to teach at
more than 20 universities, Welch
said, and during the past two de
cades, he’s taught poetry in this
country as wel 1 as France and Australia. Kinnell was awarded a
MacArthur Fellowship, an honor

described by Welch as “a five year
grant for being a genius.”
“He writes out of a profound
sense of the sacred way nature in
forms our understanding of the
world,” Missoula writer Betty
Tomlinson said. She attended his
Poet’s Writing Workshop in Squaw
Valley, Calif. “His writing is rooted
in the Celtic tradition of the divine
in nature,” she said.
Kinnell hails from Vermont
where he is the State Poet and
teaches at New York University as

the Samuel F. B. Morse Professor
of Arts and Science.
In the sixties he worked for the
Congress of Racial Equality in
Louisiana before integration was a
law. His Selected Poems (1982 )
won both the National Book Award
and the Pulitzer Prize. When One
Has Lived a Long Time (Knopf
1991) is his most recent book of
poems.
The reading takes place Satur
day at 8 p.m. in UM’s Music Re
cital Hall.

Benefit concert offers variety and duration
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter
Twelve bands will provide twelve hours of music this Sunday at a
benefit to assist Tibetian refugees in Missoula, according to one of the
benefit’s organizers.
Nancy Treuhaft said Thursday that the proceeds will pay initial
expenses of 25 Tibetian refugees moving to Missoula from camps in
India.

HEAVY LOAD??
Rent a University
Center Locker!!
-Academic term rental
-3 sizes to choose from
$6.50 small
$9.75 medium
$16.25 large
Contact the University Center Information
Desk for additional information and rental
arrangements or call 243-4636

Skunkthroat hits Trendz
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter
Skunkthroat, a band that changes
their musical style as often as most
folks change their undies, will play a
show with Big House, a local acid
rock band, this Friday and Saturday
at Trendz.
Skunkthroat started in October
with a mean, nasty punk style, but
had a change of melodic heart, ac
cording to Dick Ostheimer, the
band’s drummer.
“We were a really thrashy, ugly,
people-taking-thcir-clothes-off-and-

stagediving punk band, but our
mood changed into a sort of
sophisto-altemative style. That’s
where we are now,” Ostheimer
said.
Skunkthroat plays tunes by
Matthew Sweet, Fishbone, Nir
vana, and other such bands com
monly shown on MTV’s “120
Minutes,” or veerrrry late at night,
Ostheimer said.
The shows begin at 9:30 p.m.
and tickets are $2 if you’re 21 or
older, but $5 if you’re 18 to 21.
Why? It’s one of those great mys
teries. Like Stonehenge.

RON S ROOST

Get into shape this Spring!

^Spring Fever Sale*

WATER AEROBICS

3 DAYS ONLY • SUN, MON, TUE
(April 5-7)
US’ 30% OFF ALL USED
BOOKS, RECORDS, &
TAPES
n? $2.00 OFF USED CD'S
FREE- GOURMET COFFEE
BY THE CUP FOR SALE
PARICIPANTS
CASH ONLY (NO CREDIT)

I

Bands will play one-hour sets featuring music from almost every style
known to mankind, or at least to Missoulians. The music will begin at 1 p.m.
and the bands will appear in the following order:
The Ralph Cramden Combo, Spinal Pizza, Ellie Nuno & Friends, The
Backwoods Rhythm Section & Friends, Haywire, Cold Beans & Bacon,
Gypsy Fisherman, Love Jungle, The Blazers, The Moon Lighters, The
Latest Flames, and Ramen.
Tibetan Resettlement Benefit at the Union Club, Sunday, 1 p.m. $4
donation. Food and alcohol available.

541 S. HIGGINSAVE.549-0587

Mon., Wed., Fri., 10-HAM
or Mon., Wed., 9-10PM
and Thurs., 8-9PM
1st session begins April 6 and ends
April 30 or May 1

class times:

Fees: General Public $22.00. UM
Students and Staff $16.00.
(twelve one hour classes)

CALL 243-2763
To register or for
more information.

• Arts •
Calendar
Fri., 4/3
• Skunkthroat, gnarley music,
possibly ska. Trendz, 10 pro. $2
• Richard Degnare Review, 10piece soul show band. Top Hat, 9:30
p.m. $2.
• High Tops, R&R. Jay’s Upstairs,
10 p.m. No cover.
• Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz.
Old Post Pub. No cover.
• Moonlighters, blues & jazz. Union
Club, 9:30 p.m. No Cover.

Sot., 4/4
• Skunkthroat, gnarley music,
possibly ska. Trendz, 10 p.m. $2
• Richard Degnare Review, 10piece soul show band. Top Hat, 9:30
p.m. $2.
• Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz.
Old Post Pub. No cover.
• Moonlighters, blues & jazz. Union
Club, 9:30 p.m. No Cover.
• Karaoke Party, maxwells, 9 p.m.
No Cover.

Sun., 4/5
• Amy Linn and Holly Meismer.
Second Wind Reading Series, Old
post pub, 103 W. Spruce, 7:30 p.m.
No cover.
• Jam Session. Top Hat, 10 pro. No
cover.
• Twelve Band—fundraiser for
Tibetan refugees. Union Club. 1 p.m.
to 1 aro. (See story this page.)

Mon., 4/6
• University Orchestra. Music
Recital Hall, 8 pro. Free.
• Young Rep meets in Schreiber
Gym annex at 5:15 pro.
• Gypsy Fishermen, original R&B.
Top Hat, 10 p.m. No cover.
• Parallel Junction, classic accoustic
rock. Rhino, 10 p.m. No cover.

Tues., 4/7
• Gillian Dale, saxophone. Music
Recital Hall, 8 pro., Free.
• The Hunter. Muse of Fire
playwrights’ group, KUFM, 9:30
pro.
• Spring Dance Showcase. PAR-TV
Building Open Space, 8 pro. $3,
reservations 243-4581
• The Psyclones, rockabilly. Top
Hat, 10 pro. No cover.
• Heart and Soul, R&R. Rhino, 10
pro. No cover.

Wed., 4/8
• Spring Dance Showcase. PAR-TV
Building Open Space, 8 pro. $3,
reservations 243-4581
• Bluegrass Jam. Top Hat, 10 pro.
No cover.
• Box o’ Squash, classic accoustic
rock. Trendz, 10 pro. No cover.
• Bingo, R&R. Rhino, 10 pro. No
cover.
• Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz.
Old Post Pub, 9:30 p.m.

Thurs. 4/9
• Spring Dance Showcase. PAR-TV
Building Open Space, 8 p.m. $3,
reservations 243-4581
• Evita. A Missoula Community
Theatre Production. Wilma Theatre.
728-1911 for info.
• Nite Snak*r, R&B. Top Hat, 10
pro. No Cover.
• Open Mike and Jazz Emergency,
poetry reading and jazz. Slabs, 8 pro.
No cover.
• Parallel Junction, classic accoustic
rock. Maxwell’s, 9 p.m. No cover
Love Jungle, progressive R&R.
Trendz, 10 p.m. No cover.
Knot Bros., R&R. Rhino, 10 pro.
No cover.
Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz.
Old Post Pub, 9:30 pro.

Fri., 4/10
William Bloomquist, piano. Music
Dept. Guest Artist Series, Music
Recital Hall, 8 pro. $6 general, $4
student/senior.
Spring Dance Showcase. PAR-TV
Building Open Space, 8 p.m. $3,
reservations 243-4581
Evita. A Missoula Community
Theatre Production. Wilma Theatre.
728-1911 for info.
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Rebecca Huntington/Kahnin

SAM PANARELLA, a sophomore in anthropology, meditates while singing the song,
“Breathing In, Breathing out” at a “mindfulness workshop” at the Unity Church Thursday.
Jlna van Hengel, a Buddhist nun from France, taught meditation at the workshop.

Unmarried MSU student could lose
family-housing district senate seat
By Dawn Reiners
Kaimin Reporter
A Montana State University stu
dent will probably lose his seat in
the student senate because he
doesn’t legally live in the family
housing district he represents, MSU
student senate President Jodie
Farmer said Thursday.
Brock Albin, an English litera
ture major, has been living with his
girlfriend, Maria LoGalbo, for three
years and is the father of her 19month-old child, according to an
Associated Press report Tuesday.
LoGalbo, an elementary educa
tion major who also has a 4-yearold from a previous marriage, ac
cepted a house in MSU’s Julia
Martin family housing two years
ago as a single parent. Yet the only
address and phone number listed in
the university directory for either
Albin or LoGalbo is that of family
housing.

Kctunin

ads
ivork

The Student Judicial Committee
heard the issue Wednesday but will
not make a decision until it recon
venes Friday. But Farmer said,
unofficially, that Albin will prob
ably be forced to vacate his seat.
“If we continue to let him stay, it
would mean any student could rep
resent any district,” she said.
“I think he’s a nice enough guy
and everything,” Farmer said in an
interview Tuesday, “but our consti
tution says you have to represent
the district you live in.”
According to Greg Hergott, di
rector of MSU’s family housing,
LoGalbo recently signed a paper
claiming that Albin did not live
with her. But Albin said Thursday
LoGalbo was forced to sign the
paper to prevent eviction.
“It was only under duress that it
was claimed that I did not live there,”
Albin said. Albin said he has been
forced to move off-campus.
Hergott said family housing is

set up only for married couples and
single parents with full-time cus
tody of children. Couples eligible
for housing must provide a mar
riage certificate, which can be pur
chased from a court for about $30.
Albin and LoGalbo failed to pro
vide such a certificate, so Albin
should legally not be in family hous
ing, Hergott said.
“We’re just enforcing the poli
cies we have,” he said.
Steve Laughrun, director of
UM’s family housing,said students
must continue to meet requirements
while living in family housing or
they will receive 30-day notices of
eviction.
“It’s a direct violation of the
policy they sign when they move
in,” he said.
Common-law marriages can also
be valid in family housing if they
can be proven, Laughrun said.
Bruce Barrett, manager of
See "MSU," Page 12

NOW
AVAILABLE
FOR
MACINTOSH

NORTH TO ALASKA
Juneau — $150
Anchorage — $198
Fairbanks — $300

THE MOST POWERFUL &
POPULAR SPREADSHEET PROGRAM,
LOTUS l-2-3...IT’S PURE MACINTOSH!

From Seattle — Prices extended to April 15th

NARNIA COFFEE HOUSE

HORIZON AIRLINES
Spokane — $105
Seattle — $220
Portland — $225

Fridays 8-12p.m.
LiveEntertainment
GEORGE
STANLEY
538 University
(Use Arthur Ave. entrance)

includes air and two nights hotel
accomodations •
Call for restrictions

Mon - Fri
9 am to 5 pm

£
travel
connection
"Check airfares for Easter!"

Powerful, graphical, easy-to-use
True 3-D worksheet capabilities
Edit text, data or formulas In cell
Reads, writes Microsoft Excel files
Supports System 7
Full file, formatting, macro and keystroke
compatibility with all 1-2-3 versions
• Requires any Macintosh computer, 2 MB
RAM (System 7) or 3 MB RAM (System 7)
• Includes Adobe Type Manager and 13 fonts

•
•
•
•

in campus
court
549-2286

$

IK

Computers

HOURS: Mon - Frl...8 to 5:30
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Officials want $3.4 million for community colleges
By Karen Coates
Kaimin Reporter

University system officials are
asking fa* $3.4 million to handle a
possible overflow of students in com
munity colleges and Vo-Techs if
Montana universities further cap their
enrollments or raise admission stan
dards, the deputy commissioner for
academic affairs said Thursday.
David Toppen said the necessity
of the money depends on individual
campus plans for “downsizing”and
how much the university system will
have to cut back over the next five
years to meet peer funding levels.
University presidents must submit
their plans for reductions to the com

missioner of higher education by
April 15.
Toppen said a $3.4 million Leg
islative allocation would cover an
additional 1,000 students in the com
munity colleges and Vo-Techs.
“That’s a number we hope we
never have to use,” he said, but “It
would be irresponsible for us not to
consider it”
Enrollment for next year is al
ready capped at current levels, plus
or minus two percent, and it is highly
possible Montana universities will
raise their admission standards for
next fall, he said. The community
colleges and Vo-Techs would not
get any extra funding to handle the
additional students until the Legis

Glendive, said enrollment is grow
ing there, also, but the college can
handle more than a 15 percent in
crease from its current enrollment
of 600-700 students.
“Our facilities could easily
handle 100-150 students without
looking at crowded conditions,” he
said.
“Right now we anticipate per
haps 4-5 percent growth,” he said.
“I do not expect any dramatic in
flux of students.”
But Toppen said another factor
that could encourage students to
attend community colleges for a
couple years before switching to a
university is that general education
requirements are transferable.

lature meets next spring.
“We did not anticipate all of this
would be happening,” he said.
Howard Fryett, the president of
Flathead Valley Community Col
lege, said enrollment has been
growing steadily for a few years.
“Our student population has
been increasing about 8-10 percent
per quarter,” he said. “We could
handle another 8-10 percent in
crease of students from current lev
els.”
He said morning classes are
filled but afternoon and evening
classes are only used to about 40
percent of their capacity.
Don Kettner, president of
Dawson Community College in

Campus Services won't deliver personal catalogs to UM staff
By Kevin Anthony
Kaimin Reporter
Campus Services will stop delivering personal-use catalogs to staff and
faculty at UM to reduce the amount of bulk mail sorted on campus, the
manager of Administrative Services said Thursday.
Rose-Marie Bowman said that as of June 1, catalogs, such as J.C.
Penney and J. Crew Co., will be thrown away instead of being delivered
to faculty and staff in their offices. She added that the ban would not affect
dorm residents, who will continue to receive the catalogs.
“It’s just a small segment of the bulk mailing,” she said. “But we get
tons of personal use catalogs.”
Bowman stressed that only clothing catalogs would be thrown away and
catalogs and other mail for departmental use will be delivered.
“If there is any question, even the slightest question, that it’s for
departmental business, we will deliver it,” she said. “It’s only the real
obvious stuff we want to stop.”
Joan Newman, UM legal counsel, said that according to the U.S. Postal

Service, it is legal for UM mail workers to dispose ofpersonal use catalogs.
Censorship rules do not apply, because the catalogs are U.S. mail only
until they reach the university, when they become campus mail, she said.
Marie Wolff, president of the UM staff senate, said she is happy with
the decision.
“I get tired of getting junk mail (in the office) that I get at home,” she
said. “I wish I could get it to go away at home, too.”
The halt on personal catalogs is part of the university’s attempt to
reduce solid waste by 25 percent, as mandated by the state Legislature last
spring, said Hugh Jesse, UM’s director of facility services.
House Bill 160 calls for all state agencies to reduce their solid waste as
well as form a waste management plan. Reducing junk mail is a small part
of UM’s plan, Jesse said. The campus plan also includes composting grass.
clippings, replacing paper towels with hand dryers and installing a fiber
optic network for electronic and voice mail.
Bowman said faculty and staff should contact the Direct Marketing
Association and have the mailing address changed to their home or have
their names taken off company mailing lists.

Missoula

MISSOULA

721-7610

ATHLETIC CLUB

No other coupons or offers
apply. Limited delivery
area. Drivers carry only
$10.

SPECIAL STUDENT JOIN NOW AND SAVE
h MEMBERSHIP
$105 PER QUARTER

50% OFF

Fees paid in advance. Valid I.D. required

YOUR ONE-TIME
INITATION FEE

JUST DO IT...NOW!!!
DONT WAIT! LIMITED TIME OFFER!
CROSS THE CAMPUS FOOTBRIDGE AND LOOK
FOR THE BIG, WHITE TENNIS BUBBLE AT

1311 E. Broadway • 728-0714

I
j

$2.00
OFF
.

.

;l
I;
.

I

$3.00
OFF

| Any medium 2-item or more pizza. | Any medium 3-item or more pizza.
| One coupon per pizza • exp 6/5/92 . | One coupon per pizza * exp 615/92
I__________________________ _________ ;L

Wildlife Conservation and
the Hunting Tradition:
The Hunting/Anti-Hunting
Controversy
A National Teleconference
Live via Satellite
April 7,1992
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
University Theatre, Fine Arts Building
The University of Montana Campus
Admission: General public $20;
UM faculty $10; UM students $5

Sponsored by:

The Public Policy Research Institute and
Center for Continuing Education

Credit Option
Participants may earn one (1) graduate credit in Wildlife Biology
595--Hunting and Animal Rights. Participants register for credit
at 9:40 am, prior to the teleconference. Instructor: Dr. Joe Ball.
Fee: $40.00 (covers teleconference admission). Credit participants
attend the 4-hour teleconference and attend two evening sessions,
April 21 and May 19, from 7:00-10:00 pm. For more information,
contact: Extended Studies Division, Center for Continuing Edu
cation, The University of Montana, phone 243-4626.

Programming
coming back
from deficit,
ASUM says
By David Carkhuff
Kaimin Reporter

ASUM Programming is on
an encouraging rebound from a
$50,000 debt and losses at the
box office, according to senators
and Programming personnel.
“They’re running a profit in
the first time in along time,” said
ASUM Vice President Dana
Wickstrom. “In a few years
they’ll be in the black”
Last May Programming bor
rowed $55,138 from ASUM and
finished the fiscal year(Ju!y 1990
to June 1991) in debt after pay
ing back only $10,000.
This year Programming is
showing that it wants to erase its
debt by meeting with senators
every month and watching its
expenses, ASUM President
Galen Hollcnbaugh said. The
senators said they are further re
assured by the profit Program
ming is making this year.
“What I’ve seen from their
budgeting process so far, they’ve
done a hell of a job,” said Sen.
Jeff St. Peter. “The general con
sensus is that they’re fairly
stable.”
Programming’s profits came
mainly from its pop or promoter
concerts, according to budget fig
ures. Pop concerts garnered over
$4,500 this fiscal year to raise
the pop concert budget to
$11,794.
The pop concert budget does
not include Monday’s Steve
Miller Band concert, as its fig
ures will be announced in about
a week said ASUM accountant
Marlene Hendrickson. Lastminute expenses such as work
ers missed from the payroll cause
the delay, she said.
However, Monday’s concert
probably made $2-$3,OOO for
Programming, adviser Rick
Ryan said. The low overall profit
from pop concerts is due to the
fact that Programming simply
promotes these shows and only
takes a small percentage, Ryan
said.
Successful pop concerts this
year included the Scorpions,
which netted $2,555; and the Ny
lons, which netted $1,295. Amy
Grant brought in $4,408 and
Sawyer Brown made an esti
mated $2,500.
Disappear Fear lost $1,371
and the Rabbit Choir lost $1,700.
Also, the Max lost $1,114 and
Second City lost $1,272.
The performing arts series,
which features lesser known art
ists, lost money on five of the six
shows furnished this year byProgramming. The latest show,
Muntu Dance Co., was too re
cent for its cost to be estimated.
The San Francisco Mime
Troupe with I Ain’t Yo’ Uncle
lost $7,426 and the Western Op
era Theater with La Traviata lost
$5,048. Judy Collins lost $4,417
and Branford Marsalis lost
$1,043.
The performing arts budget
was reduced from $14,943 to
$5,692 by these losses.
Losses in this area are not
unusual, according to perform
ing arts coordinator Anna Marie
Kelly. She said they are typi
cally covered by the pop concert
budget if they approach a deficit.
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Candidates Grant to bring library new computers; International Weeksports
film festival, food bazaar
quibble over Students can access 20 databases
documents index, WilsonDisc
By Michael Seitz
Fluck, a junior in RadiofTV and
By Kevin Anthony
indexes and other CD-ROM
debates
for the Kaimin
president of the International Stu
Kaimin Reporter
(compact disk acting as a read
HELEN A (AP) — Democratic
Rep. Pat Williams filed Thursday
for Montana’s only House seat
and renewed his call for Republi
can opponent Ron Marlcnee to
agree on a series of debates.
Williams said he asked Marlenee in October to settleon a sched
ule of debates, but that still has not
happened.
“Montanans want to look us in
the eye, Ron, and have their tough
questions answered,” Williams
wrote in a letter sent to Marlenee’s
campaign Wednesday. “And
people deserve to have both of us
in the same room answering their
questions.”
He noted that Will Brooke,
Marlenee’s campaign manager,
had agreed to discuss a debate
schedule in a March 20 meeting
with Williams’ campaign man
ager, Joe Lamson.
But, Williams said, Brooke
never showed up or called.
Brooke said he could not attend
because he was dealing with news
reports that Marlenee was one of
the represenatives who had writ- !
ten checks at the House bank with !

insufficient funds.
<
.
I
HesaidMarleneerematnscom- <
.
I
mined to six debates, evenly di- ]
vided between eastern and west- ]
em Montana, and he chided Wil- ;
liams for trying to make political '
hay out of the issue.
“It doesn’t do any good to
blame each other in the press and
continue to try to make an issue
outofit/’hesaid. “Wedon’tplan
to debate the debates in the news
paper.”
Although Williams claims he
has accepted invitations to make
30 appearances before groups,
Brooke said Marlenee has no plans
to do likewise.
“Every convention wants the
heavyweights to get into the ring
and beat the hell out ofeach other, ”
hesaid. “This is notacircus. We’re
not going to be a circus show for
every convention in the state.”
In his letter to Marlenee, Wil
liams said the delay in starting the
debates means there will have to
be more than the two a month he
originally suggested.
“Such a schedule would too
severely limit the number of com
munities in which we could ap
pear,” hesaid.
* ‘Montana has a once-in-a-century opportunity to show the na
tion how campaigning should be
done,” Williams wrote. “I hope
you won’t continue to insist on
just a very limited number of de
bates.”
When asked Tuesday about
prospects for debates between the
two men, Marlenee mentioned a
possible May 1 appearance in
Bozeman.
“We will have debates at the
appropriate time,” he said.
“We can’tjust run out and do a
debate willy-nilly,**
said
Marlenee, who has refused to de
bate opponents in the past.
He is seeking his ninth term in
Congress and Williams is running
for his eighth.

A new 16-terminal local ac
cess network at the Mansfield
Library will give students in
creased access to 20 informa
tion-providing databases, the so
cial sciences librarian said.
William Elison said the li
brary received a $97,500 grant
from the U.S. Department of
Education and the library con
tributed $64,500 from a fund de
signed for matching outside
funding.
The grant, awarded last fall,
is for a two-year study period,
with equipment and software
being provided at the onset and a
study of implementation being
carried out for the remainder of
the grant period, Elison said.
The 16 terminals will provide
access to about 25 databases,
according to George Yobst, who
worked with Elison to get the
grant. These include Infotrac,
ERIC (Educational Resources
Information Center), federal

only memory device) informa
tion databases.
Thirteen of the terminals will
be on the third floor, one will be
reserved for use by the refer
ence librarian, and two will be
in the federal documents area
on the first floor.
The network is expected to
be operational by mid-May and
in December of 1992 the net
work should be accessible
through the mainframe com
puter from terminals on or off
campus.
While there will be 15 termi
nals students can use, some da
tabases limit the number of si
multaneous users. The Infotrac
database is limited to 10 simul
taneous users while ERIC is
limited to eight, according to
Elison.
To increase the number of
simultaneous users would re
quire paying additional licens
ing fees for the database.

UM’s International Week kicks
off this weekend with a two-day,
four-movie Chinese Film Festival
at the Crystal Theatre.
Jin Guo, president of the UM
Chinese Student Association, said
the festival is a great chance for
people to learn about the culture of
China and Taiwan. Two of the
films are from Taiwan, while the
other two are from China.
The Chinese Student Associa
tion represents students from main
land China. Guo said the group
worked with the Taiwanese Stu
dent Association to organize the
festival.
“I look forward to seeing the
Taiwan films,” he said, adding that
both the Taiwanese and Chinese
should learn about each others cul
tures and ideas.
The festival begins International
Week, which runs through Sunday
and ends with the Second Annual
International Festival and Food
Bazaar in the UC Ballroom. Udo

dent Association, said there are
several lectures and films sched
uled throughout the week, as well
as a soccer tournament and a J apanese Film Festival.
Fluck said the International Stu
dent Association is an umbrella
organization for all of the foreign
student groups on campus.
He said that UM’s 500 foreign
students provide the university
with a “window to the world” by
exposing it to different cultures.
Fluck said the bazaar will give
students a chance not only to
sample foreign cuisine, but also to
examine displays and buy crafts,
books and slides from other coun
tries.
“It’s probably better than a
travel agency,” he said. “It’s the
highlight of the week.”
The Chinese Film Festival be
gins at 2 p.m. Saturday with “Jade
Orchid,” followed by “Wudang,”
“A Woman and Seven Husbands”
and “Lovebird’s Nest.” The mov
ies will be shown again Sunday.

FREE CLASSES IN CD-ROM
The Mansfield Library is now
offering free, non-credit classes
in CD-ROM instruction. All
classes are one-hour long and
are limited to 10 people. For
more information about the
dates, times, and subject areas,
come to the Reference Desk.

All Types:
Cooks, Gift Shop Clerks,
Housekeeping, Ticket Attendants,
Tour Guides, Waiters, Waitresses,
Bartenders, etc.
Internships and Co-Op in:
Accounting and Retail
and Hotel Management
For More information and applications
contact SHERRI LINHART in Lodge 162
BOVEY
RESTORATIONS PO Box 338
Virgina City, MT 59755

OR CALL(406) 843-5471
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FS ‘dissidents’ battle managers
WASHINGTON (AP)—They
are known in the field as * ‘combat
biologists”— Forest Service sci
entists who say their zealous pro
tection of national forests has
touched off a war with productionminded managers.
“They are battling their own
supervisors to meet environmen
tal laws the Forest Service is sup
posed to be upholding,** said Jeff
DeBonis of Eugene, Ore., founder
of the Association of Forest Ser
vice Employees for Environmen
tal Ethics. DeBonis planned tim
ber sales for 12 years.
“They are being harassed and
intimidated into falsifying reports
so logging can continue,’ ’ he said.
Wildlife biologists Marynell
Oechsner of Montana, Francis
Mangels of California and Karin
Heiman of North Carolina are
among the 2,000 past and present
Forest Service workers who make
up the advocacy group formed in
June 1989.
DeBonis said the dissidents
have gone public with new vigor
since Congress began investigat
ing their allegations last fall.
* ‘We are no longer isolated em
ployees standing up alone to battle
the giants,** he said during a con
ference last week at Georgetown
University.
Their cause gained credibility,
he said, when the former head of
the Forest Service’s whistle-blower
program testified before the House
Civil Service subcommittee in
January.
John McCormick, a special
agent for USFS since 1976, said
that the agency is serving the tim
ber industry at the expense of the
environment
He accused forest administra
tors of logging illegally, censoring
scientific data and punishing work
ers who objected, including him
self.
A 30-year veteran of law en
forcement McCormick said For
est Service officials allegedly con
spired to cover up wrongdoing and
disclosed the identity of whistle
blowers.
‘ * After chasing bad guys for 34
years I’ve come to the conclusion

I’ve been treated better by the bad
guys than by the people in the
Forest Service,* ’ he said this week.
A regional director for the Na
tional Park Service announced her
resignation effective Saturday af
ter she alleged there was political
pressure from the White House to
ignore environmental concerns at
Yellowstone National Park.
Lorraine Mintzmyer, 56, claims
she was ordered transferred from
her regional post in Denver to
Philadelphia because she objected
to manipulation of the park’s man
agement plan.
Mintzmyer and John Mumma,
the Forest Service’s former re
gional chief in the northern
Rockies, testified under a congres
sional subpoena in September.
Mumma, the only wildlife biolo
gist ever named a regional for
ester, also worked on the
Yellowstone plan.
He claims he was forced from
his job when he resisted political
pressure to illegally log Idaho and
Montana forests.
Forest Service officials have
denied any wrongdoing.
Forest Service Chief Dale
Robertson responded to the claims
of AFSEEE with a message to all
service employees about the “se
rious allegations.’’
“As I have stated many times,
if you suspect you will violate en
vironmental laws or forest plan
standards and guidelines, stop,’*
Robertson said in the memo, which
was issued in February and made
public for the first time this week.
“I will not tolerate any form of
retaliation against those who re
port waste, fraud or abuse through
our whistle-blowing process. ...I
know this alleged behavior is not
representative of our agency. How
ever, in those few cases where
there are problems, we must ag
gressively deal with them.’’
AFSEEE *s success has opened
the door for worker advocacy
groups throughout government,
according to Louis Clark, head of
a public interest group that pro
vides lawyers for federal whistle
blowers.
Clark said more scientists in

other natural resource agencies
have been contacting his non-profit
Government Accountability
Project in Washington D.C. since
Forest Service workers began go
ing public.
DeBonis attributes the friction
to a “change between the old guard
and the new guard — commodity
production versus ecological con
siderations.
“What the old guard doesn’t
get is (that) forestry science has
changed in the last 15 years. We
know a lot more,’’ he said.
But Forest Service spokesman
Andy Fisher said DeBonis is ex
aggerating. He said agency lead
ers are working to prevent abuse
that may have gone on in the past
“I suspect there was a time in
the 1970s and before that the tim
ber was cut without serious con
sideration of environmental stan
dards,” Fisher said. “Butoverthe
last 10 years, at least that long, the
environmental laws have been a
very serious consideration in terms
of anything done in the Forest
Service.”
Nevertheless, the House Gov
ernment Operations subcommit
tee on environment and natural
resources held another hearing this
week to hear new allegations from
some of the so-called “combat
biologists.”
Oechsner, a wildlife biologist
for 14 years, described “blatant
resource mismanagement” on
Mon tana’s Kootenai National ForesL She was blackl isted after com
plaining that her superiors tried to
whitewash a report showing a tim
ber sale would hurt grizzly bears.
Mangels told the panel his en
vironmental assessments were re
written or removed to accommo
date logging plans in California.
He said northern spotted owl nest
ing groves were logged illegally
on the Shasta-Trinity National
Forest
Heiman of North Carolina
claims she lost herjob because she
objected to orders she survey a
proposed timber sale for rare plants
when the ground was covered with
snow and the plants would not be
detected.

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER POSITIONS
(June 10 - July 25,1992)

Aldus PageMaker is the most complete
writing, design, and production tool for
creating professional-quality publications

to*,
°n>y $1I Q0
Edge In Business
t f

(live-in) Position$:^^^^'$^.
Tutor/Counselors (7 positions)

$1400,00 + mom and board

For detailed position descriptions, application instructions, and application please
contact: Jon Stannard or Leslie Satake at 243-Satake at 243-2220 during UM business
hours. We are located in 002 Brantly Hall, East Wing Basement.

Computers
HOURS: Mon - Frl...8 to 5:30

Sat...11 to 4

Closing Date: All applications must be postmarked or hand-delivered by 5:00pm
on Thursday, April 9,1992.
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Great weather could give UM a boost
By Rebecca Louis
Sports Editor
The University of Montana track
teams kick off the 1992 outdoor sea
son this weekend in Missoula, and
for the first time in a long time,
they’ll get some help from the
weather.
The start of track season usually
sees athletes working out in all the
clothes they can get their hands on.
But Saturday’s temperatures
should reach into the mid-60s, and
that means more to UM’s tracksters
than just good ray-catching weather.
“The nice part about this weather is
you don’t pull muscles,” senior
weight-man Paul Pallas said. “Ev
erybody feels better with a little bit
of sun shining. This is great weather
for competition. It’s unbelievable
how nice it is.”
The warm weather coupled with
being in the friendly confines of
Domblaser Field may give UM a
boost despite limited practice time
before the event.
“I really wish we would have had
more than just three practices before
this meet,” head coach Dick Koontz
said, “but we’re glad the meet is in
Missoula. We like running in this
facility, and the weather hasjust been
incredible.”
Koontz said he’s glad to have his
teams back outdoors after complet
ing the indoor season. “We’re just
excited to get out and see what we’re
all about at this point,” he said. “We
should be better outside than inside
because we have the javelin and the
heptathlon.”
Mindy Johnson should give UM
a solid performance in the heptathlon.
The senior from Helena recently
posted a personal best with 4,605
points at the Seattle Pacific Univer
sity multi-event invitational.
“Mindy is definitely in better
shape than at any time in her four
years here,” Koontz said. “Pretty
much right down the line she’s had
better performances.”
The women should also be strong
in the javelin. Former Hellgate star
Patti Steinbruecker makes her UM
debut on Saturday, and Lady Griz
basketball player Kelly Pilcher, who
took second in thejavelin at the 1990
state AA high school meet, may also
throw Saturday.
The men start the season with a

Congratulations

Shannon
Cate
on being
named
Montana's
first ever firstteam

AllAmerican

Jerry Redfem/Kaimin

line up plagued with injuries. Cory
Johnson, plagued by a recurring
hamstring problem, won’t com
pete. Sprinters Blane Mortensen
and Jason DeHoyos are also out
with hamstring injuries.
Senior Paul Pallas is coming
off elbow surgery and won’t be
able to throw the shot put this
weekend. Pallas docs have the go
ahead to compete in the discus.
“He’s just not ready to throw the
shot competitively, yet,” Koontz
said. Pallas has been throwing in
practice this week, though. “It
feels real good,” Pallas said. “I
threw just over 50 feet, which is
pretty good for just coming off
surgery 12 days ago.” He said he
can still feel weakness in the el
bow and throwing the shot at this
meet would put too much stress on
the joint. He said he’ll definitely
be able to throw at next week’s
Bob Gibb Invitational in Boise.
UM’s invitational starts at 10
a.m. and features teams from
Lethbridge, Southern Idaho Uni
versity, Whitworth College,
Gonzaga University, Spokane
Community College, Ricks Col
lege and North Idaho College.

▲ NO SHOT.
Senior Paul
Pallas, above,
works out with
his shot put
Wednesday.
Pallas
Is
coming
off
elbow surgery
and won’t be
able
to
compete In the
shot, but he
will throw the
discus
In
Saturday’s UM
Invitational.

Jerry

SENIOR MINDY Johnson ▲
tunes up her form In
preparation for Saturday’s
meet at Dornblaser Field.
Johnson competes In the
heptathlon.

Redfern/ Kaimin

Chris LeDoux
IN CONCERT

''ASUM ELECTIONS *
Registration forms and petitions
available in the ASUM offices,
UC105. Registration, forms to be
completed prior to reception of
petitions.

Registration forms are
due Friday, April 17, at
4 p.m. in the ASUM
offices, UC 105.

Friday April 10th 8 p.m.
University Theatre
$13 Gen. Reserve $12 Students
Tickets available at all TIC-1T-E Z outlets including Sears*,
Worden’s Market*, University Center Box Office and the
Field House Box Office
Tickets may be subject to convenience fee

Presented by MR. Inc.
Produced by ASUM Programming

CA11 243-4999
for more information

Friday, April 3, 1992
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Tennis teams hit road again
By Mike Lockrem
Kaimin Sports Reporter
The University of Montana ten
nis teams have already traveled to
Florida. In a little more than two
weeks they will have been in Idaho

twice.
But for now, the men and women
will stay in the Treasure State and
travel to Bozeman Saturday to duel
with the Montana State Bobcats.
“It is going to be a tough match
senior Nick Helwig said of the Cats.
“We will have to play smart ten
nis.”
Weather permitting, the teams

will play on the outdoor courts on
the MSU campus.
“If we play them outside, we
will have a better chance,” Helwig
said, explaining that the indoor
courts at MSU have a much faster
surface than the outdoor courts.
Helwig said faster surfaces benefit
teams that like to play a serve and
volley game. That kind of game is
something the Cats excel at, Helwig
said.
The UM teams arc fresh off a
spring break trip to Orlando, Fla.,
in which they competed primarily
against Division III schools from
the East and Midwest The men

finished 5-2 on the trip, while the
women won their last two duals to
finish 3-3.
Helwig headed the men’s team
finishing 7-0 in the singles compe
tition and improving his overall
record to 13-5. Senior Ann
Gronberg led the women with a 42 record on the trip. The mark im
proved her overall record to 11-6.
“I think everybody played well
down there,” Helwig said of the
trip. “It was our first time outside.”
Next week, the teams will travel
to Pocatello, Idaho, to compete in
the Big Sky Individual Champion
ships on April 11-12.

Three UM students place in judo tourney
By Mike Lockrem
Kaimin Sports Reporter

Three Daigaku Judo Dojo members grappled their
way to individual honors during the State Champion
ship JudoToumament in Columbia Falls over spring
break.
The State Championship was combined with an
international dual meet between the UM club and a
team from Canada.
Marie Gutow, a junior in forestry, took first place
in the Kyu Division, a 189-pound weight class. UM
students Kevin Stroh and David Klein took home
third place honors in the 154-pound weight class and
the 139-pound weight class respectively. The three
competitors won their awards in the state competi
tion.

Graduate student Larry Evans took first place in
the Black-belt Division. The Black-belt Division
was a combined class between the two events.
“I expected these guys to do well,” J.R. Reynolds,
the club’s coach said. “They are all really good and
trained extremely hard.”
Reynolds said this year was the first time the club
fielded a full roster for the tournament and that “it
was the first lime in five years we cleaned up.”
Reynolds said that the club will begin practice
for the spring season on Tuesday, April 7, at 6 p.m.
in the Rec Annex and encourages anyone interested
to attend.
Reynolds said the club’s spring schedule will
begin on April 11, when the team travels to the
Pac i fie North west C ham p ion sh i ps in Tacoma. Wash.
The championship is an Olympic qualifying event.

She’s the real deal

Cate is All-America
By Rebecca Louis
Sports Editor

day in conjunction with the women’s
Shannon Cate will take her big- Final Four in Los Angeles. The
gest step toward UM basketball team is selected from the Kodak
immortality at noon today when she Honorable Mention Teams made
becomes The University of Mon- up of five players each from nine
tana and the Big Sky Conference’s districts around the country. Cate is
first-ever first team All-American, a three-time Honorable Mention
Before leaving for Los Angeles Kodak AU-America.
for the selection ceremony, Lady
A committee made up of 10
Griz head coach Robin Selvig said coaches and chairperson Theresa
he knew Cate had a great chance of Grentz ofRutgers University in New
making the team. “I think there’s no Jersey selects the team. One coach
question she’s one of the 10 best represents each of the nine NCAA
players in the country,” Selvig said, districts.
And indeed, the selection comTwo of the coaches on the selecmittee agrees with Selvig. Officials tion committee are very familiar
from Kodak, the sponsor of the with Cate’s abilities. Weber State
women’s All-America team, are head coach Carla Taylor and Cal
waiting until noon MST to announce State Fullerton’s Mary Alice
the team, but the Kaimin has learned Jeremiah have both coached against
that Cate has in fact been named to Cate-led Lady Griz teams,
the prestigious squad.
“I know Carla will do a good job
Joining Cate on the team are: representing Shannon,” Selvig said,
three-time All-American selection In 1991 Cate shattered Montana’s
Dawn Staley of Virginia and her career scoring mark and the school
teammate Tammi Reiss; SEC Player and Big Sky record for points in a
of the Year Dena Head from de- single game with a 41-point outfending national champion Tennes- burst against Taylor’s Wildcats in
see; Big Ten Player of the Year Ogden, Utah.
MaCheUe Joseph of Purdue; West
After last year’s Dominos Pizza
Virginia s Rosemary Kosiorek, the Classic Jeremiah had some very high
Atlantic 10 Player of the Year, Su- praise for Cate. “Shannon Cate
san Robinson of Penn State; Big proves her worth as a player every I
East Player of the Year Frances time her team takes the floor,”
Savage of Miami; Sheryl Swoops, Jeremiah said. “She is so valuable
the Southwest Conference Player because of her versatility as a big
of the Year from Texas Tech and player. She shoots like a guard and
PAC-10 Player of the Year Vai rebounds like a center.”
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Ronald D. Kelley: your LD. is in Journalism 206.
Come on in and pick it up.

Supplement your skinny wallet by calling for the
Excellence Fund Pbonathon. $4.25/hour (more if

you have worked for thephonathon before.) Apply
Found: Kuboton set of Geo keys, front of

at the UM Foundation in Brantly Hall by April 13.

Professor seeks babysitter for our 6 1/2 year old
daughter and 2 year old san, 3-5:15 pm weekdays
in our home near campus. $3.50/hr. to start.
References please. 543-6066.

T«imalinn, Chemistry. 3/31 at noon. Claim at

, The Klimin rail

four

dmawaek.
mivbe
riacri in the Kaimin office.
frrnilmt206. They murt be made
is penon.

RATES
SludcnU/FacuJty/Slaff
Skpcr? wctJ lint
90< per 5 word line
LOST AND FOUND
—U»e Klimin will run
ads
for lost or found itffp-i^ free of charge.
Bit <an be three lines long and will
ML/Of three days. The may be
Bfe^overihe phone. 243-6541, or
ULPCTOn in the Kaimin office.
Journalism 206.

CRUISESHIPSNOWHIRING-R.mS2.M^/

Kaimin office.

PERSONALS --------------

Employment available. No experience necessary.

to: Lifeguard, Box 114, Harrison, MT 59735.

For employment program call 1-206-545-4155
On-Stream Fly Fishing School: Intro to stream

cxl

casting, basic entomology, knots and stream lore.
Supply own equipment (rod, reel, line, flies,

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -

C222.

waders.) April 7 McGill 2186 pm. Held trip April

fisheries.

11. Open to University Students Only. Sign up at

transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000

FH 201. $35.

openings. No experience necessary. Male or
female. For employment program call Student

CO-DEPENDANTS ANONYMOUS MEETING

ON

MONDAY,

NOON,

3RD

FLOOR,

Earn

$5,000*/mon th.

Free

Employment Services al 1-206-545-4155 ext,
1480.

MONTANA ROOMS, UC.

SMALL WONDERS FUTONS
Take advantage of our ANNUAL S PRING SALE
- 10% off Futons, Frames, slipcovers through

Exotic dancers male and female, April and May
dates. 363-3059.

NEED USED JEANS?

with Montana Fish and Wildlife and Parks.
Deadlining soon. To apply contact: Coop Ed, 162
Lodge.

BICYCLE--------------------

National Mark etin g firm seeks part - time individual
to distribute promotional materials on campus.
CaU Karen 1-800-592-2121 ext.130.

TYPING----------------------

understands. Support meeting! At the Lifeboat at 8

Fast, efficient, experienced typist using word

pm. or write LAMDA Outreach Box 7611 Msla.

processor. Tenn papers, resumes, etc. Call Sonja,
543-8565.

SHADES FOR YOU------

tire wrenches in it. Call 243-1695 to identify.

Carlo’s protects your eyes with great UV shades

Great sunglasses only $6 each 2/$10. Bring a
friend. Only at Carlo’s 204 3rd. 11-5:30.

Lost: 14K gold bracelet on 4-1-92 between Vine

$6 each 2/310. Protects your butt with shorts or
used 501’s. Carlo’s. 204 3rd 11-5:30543-6350.

Found: Avenir bicycle bag with spare tube and

in UC on 3-30-92.

HELP WANTED

-----

L^Purpieand teal pullover shell with plain key

out simple “likc/don’t like” form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed

holding 10-12 keys in pocket. Left in MRJ1

am. 3/13. Please return or contact Kaimin
office w/ info.

Law School. Please return to Lisa at 5494467 «1114 Vine Sl

Teams of two preferred. High potential earning
with work continuing into fall or starting in spring,
if desired. Includes extensive travel throughout
Northeast and Midwest to beautiful club and

^otod: Avoiir bicycle bag with spare tube and

residential settings. An exciting and unique
opportunity for responsible ambitious workers.

Lo«: 14 gold bracelet on 4-1-92 between Vine

”t*«di«in it Can 243-1695 to identify. 4

CaU (800) 950-5049 or (406) 862-2233.

INTERNATIONAL--------WILDLIFE FILM ---------FESTIVAL ———
WILDLIFE

FILM

FESTIVAL through April fourth: morning

matinees, afternoon matinees, evening showing 711 pm every day at the Wilma, “Animal as Actor"
Hollywood Showcase Workshop Friday, and other

Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24

hour recording reveals giveaway prices. 801-3792929 Copyright #MT11KJC.

2925 Copyright#MT11KEB.

Exclusive manufacturer of outdoor recreational

fluffy black border collie/husky mix. Tan
fre» and belly. Reward - call 721-7463.

AppleUc 128k external drive, mouse. Image Writer
Apple works. Great system for students $650 5422107.

panels and workshops at the Holiday Inn parkside
through Saturday. CaU 728-9380.

paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-379-

product has summer positions available for hard
working individuals with construction ability.

COMPUTERS —~~

INTERNATIONAL

FOR SALE

SAFE clothing only at Carlo’s right now.

$4Q,WHyrl READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

JEANS WANTED

WORDPERFECT TYPOiG. BERTA 251-4125.

NEED PROTECTION? ’

pin

1991 Trek 970 MTB. DX-XT component group.
Exc. condition. 543-4537.

Carlo’s buys 501 ’s everyday. 534-6350

WORDPERFECT, FAST, REASONABLE,
LYN 728-5223.

Sentimental value. Please call Mary Ryan @ ext
41«1 or721-5308.

728-1480.

Used 501 ’s at Carlo’s everyday.

L»: Silver keychain on oval, 3-13-92 Please

*n<l Law School. Please return to Lisa at 549■W67 or 1114 Vine St.

6 disk CD changer, like new, under warranty $125.

FEDERAL COOP POSITIONS with U.S. Fish

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER POSITIONS

April 30th. Hand crafted natural fiber futons.
Locally made frames. Tue - Sat 11-5, Friday til 7.

MT 59807.

243-1465.

5th Edition Marketing book. Used last quarter for

and Wildlife for Outdoor Recreation Planner and
Wildlife Biologist SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

Gay, lesbian, bisexual? LAMDA Alliance

LOST AND FOUND-----

6-Disk with changer, like new, under warranty,
$125. 728-1480

Marketing 360. like new. $35. Call 549-1366.

month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Cambean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career

Summer lifeguards to work at the Meadowlark
Country Club in Great Falls. Must have WSL
Pleasesend a letter with proofofcurrent certification

125 S. Higgins. 721-2090.

Lost: Red Milagro

Whiting of Stanford.
The team will be announced to

Airline Ticket: Honolulu from Seattle LV/April
12. $100. Trade for good bike. Call 251-4011

For detailed position descriptions, application
instructions, and application please contact: Jon
S tanna rd or Leslie S atake at 243-2220 during UM
business hours. We arc located in 002 Brantly
Hall, East Wing Basement
Closing Date: All applications must bepostmarked
or hand-delivered by 5 pm on Thursday, April 9,

Leave msg.
Minolta Maxxum7oooi 80-20mm AFZoom lens,
5(knm AF lens, 32001 flash, programmable for

auto or manual, camera bag, new $1000. Asking
$700.728-5707.

Read the
Kaimin and
Broaden your
mind!
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Gritz says he’s no racist
KALISPELL (AP) — Lt Col.
James “Bo” Gritz, pursuing his
independent candidacy for presi
dent, says he’s no racist, despite
past flirtations with groups that
have racist agendas.
Gritz, a decorated Green Beret
commander, campaigned in Mon
tana this week as an independent
candidate for president. But in
more than a dozen states, he’s the
candidate of the Populist Party.
“The Populist Party might
have been anti-Semitic and racist
atone time,’ ’ he acknowledged at
a news conference Wednesday.
But he said he was not familiar
with the party ’ s agenda until after
he was already committed.
He said his realization grew
slowly. In North Carolina, he said,
a speaker at a Populist Party rally
Gritz attended began the talk with,
“My fellow knights....”
“I didn’t know what he was
talking about,” Gritz said. After
listening for a short time, Gritz
understood that the speech was
racist and “got up and walked
out,” he said.
However, Gritz said he will
remain the party’s candidate in
about a dozen states because that

allows other candidates to run
as independents.
Ken Toole, a member of the
Montana Human Rights Net
work, scoffed at Gritz’s asser
tion of ignorance.
“Either the guy is a com
plete idiot, which I don’t think
he is, or he’s not right up-front,’ ’
Toole said.
Toole said the network is
suspicious ofGritz’s conspiracy
theories about international
bankers, which “is simply a
code word for Jews,” Toole
said. But it is Gritz’s repeated
contact with racists that swayed
the group’s opinion of him.
At that rally Wednesday,
Gritz railed against the “New
World Order,” which he said
will cost America its sover
eignty and its few remaining
rights.
G ri tz wants to pull thcUnitcd
States out of the United Na
tions, and he warns that U.S.
leaders plan to suspend the Con
stitution. He also warns of ex
panding government control
that includes computer chips
installed in people and inten
tional spreading of AIDS.

Bozeman clinic resists
abortion gag order
BOZEMAN
(AP)—A
Bozeman clinic says it will defy
a federal order prohibiting nurses
from telling pregnant women
about their right to an abortion.
Last month, the Bush admin
istration issued a memorandum
saying its rule prohibiting abor
tion counseling at federally
funded family planning clinics
now applies only to nurses and
counselors, but not to doctors.
“Press announcements said
the gag rule had been lifted, but
it’s not true,” said Karen Wo
jtanowicz, director ofthe Bridger
Mountain Family Planning
Clinic.
Most family planning clinics
are staffed by licensed practical
nurses, not physicians, she said.
‘ ‘The Bozeman clinic will not
compromise the quality of pa
tient care by being forced to lie
to our patients by omission,”
Wojtanowiczsaid. “Nurseprac
titioners will continue to tell cli
ents about abortion as an op
tion.”
The administration issued the
memorandum because President

Bush was “trying to convince
pro-choice Republican women
he was lifting the gag rule,”
charged Judith Desamo, execu
tive director of the National
Family Planning and Reproduc
tive Health Association in
Washington, D.C.
The local family planning
clinic receives about $130,000
in federal money each year,
Wojtanowicz said. It serves
about 4,000 poverty-level
women locally each year.
Family planning clinics ex
pect to receive documents soon
asking officials to sign a state
ment saying they will comply
with the memorandum, Desamo
said. Officials will have 30days
to sign the statement and 30
days to comply with it, she said.
Wojtanowicz said the time
“will allow the staff and board
to do some creative thinking
and figure how to design our
program to continue to offer the
same services — to maintain
abortion counseling and keep
our federal Title 10 money.”
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Wild
Continued from Page 2
Those donations were turned over to
the Montana Com muni ty Foundation,
an endowment clearinghouse in Hel
ena, and money for the grants comes
from investments made by the firm.
“The ideas should represent the
ideals and points of interest that Mat
thew so passionately embraced dur
ing his short but full life,” he said.
The committee, which is composed
of five members from the community
including Hansen’s mother, has be
tween $2,000 and $2,500 to donate
this year, Cunningham said. The
money is often split among a few
different proposals depending upon
the amount requested and what the
money will be used for, he added.
The proposals can deal with a wide
variety of topics, Cunningham said.
In the past the endowment committee
has given money to projects ranging
from history research on the BadgerTwo Medicine wilderness area to fic
tional work and law research, he said.
“We’re very eager to receive pro
posals, and we want as many of them
as we can get,” he said.
Students who wish to receive fund
ing for their project must submi t a
proposal to the endowment commit
tee for review by May 1. Cunningham
said the committee is expected to make
a decision by the June 1.

MSU
Continued from Page 6
ASUM Legal Services, said that com mon-law marriage is valid when two
individuals mutually decide they want
to be married.
But in the case of Albin and
LoGalbo, neither wants marriage.
The AP reported Albin as saying
he has been opposed to legal marriage
for as long as he’s known LoGalbo.
Fanner and Hergott also said the
couple doesn’t want marriage so, ac
cording to Barrett, common-law mar
riage would not hold.
But Albin said marriage is not at
issue because according to a law
passed in October 1991, people can
not be discriminated against accord
ing to marital status.
LoGaklo said she and Albin will
fight with family housing to allow
him to live there, regardless of the
outcome of the Judicial Committee’s
decision on his senate scat. She said
the Montana Human Rights Commis
sion has told them that MSU may be
discriminating against Albin by not
allowing him into family housing with
his girlfriend and their child simply
because they arc not legally married.

Dear Students:
In last Tuesday's Kaimin there were some fingers pointed at ASUM,
ADSUM and the UM Faculty Senate for next fall's tuition increase. It
seems that the Kaimin Editor has distorted the events of this past fall
and is just looking for reasons to criticize student government The
main argument seems to be :
1) that the injunction filed against the Governor and the State of
Montana, of which ASUM was a plaintiff, was a " band-aid solution"
that did not stop the coming tuition increase, and

2) that Governor Stephen's liquor store privatization was criticized by
us for this same reason.

Anyone who attended the forums or rally about the tuition increase
knows that the injunction was a measure to bring the Montana
Legislature into special session. This goal was met. ASUM, and all the
other plaintiffs, believed that the Legislature, not the Governor, was the
only body with the power to cut the budgets within the University
System, making a tuition increase inevitable. While the Legislature was
in special session they took it upon t hemsieves to leave enough money in
the University Systems's budget to stave off a $210 tuition increae for
THIS year. Unfortunately the State's budget deficit is too large to avoid
some cuts. Under these conditions the Board of Regents eliminated the
increase for this year but could not diminte the fall increase.
If blame must be assigned, then ASUM will take the blame for
questioning the legality of the Governor's power to drastically cut State
budgets by himself. We will also take the balme for forcing a special
session and asking the Legislature to help students bare the brunt of a
tuition increase that no one was prepared for. We felt justified in
spending $5,000 dollars of student money for the injunction in order to
stop a 1.8 million dollar tuition increase this year. To classify ASUM's
action as a "band-aid solution" reflects the historically inaccurate and
uniformed opinions of Kaimin Editors.

GET IN VOLVED

ASUM elections are just around the corner, if you would like to have
an active role in campus issues, come to the ASUM offices and get an
election packet.
ASUM will also have various positions open in the Programming,
Student Action Center, and Student Legislative Action offices.
A fond farewell and many thanks to Paula Rosenthal for her
outstanding performance and dedication du ring her tenu re at ASUM.
Good Luck in your future endeavors.
Galen Hollenbaugh
Dana Widestrom

OFFICERS/ADVISORS
Galen Hollenbaugh, ASUM President
4414 Timberlane
Missoula, MT 59802 728-2894
Dana Wickstrom, ASUM Vice-President
1500 St Ann Drive
Missoula, MT 59803 728-2584
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